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1. Do this ET Contact any time, anywhere that is 
convenient, comfortable and safe for you.

2. Choose the place and the people you believe are 
compatible, respectful, and enthusiastic about this 
coordinated effort. You may also do this alone. If you have 
an attitude of fear, deep skepticism, hostility, close-
mindedness…chances are you will likely fail at making 
contact. Bring your goodwill, love, joy and openness to the 
experience. The Star People will detect your noble positive 
vibrations.

3. Include whatever energetic ‘protection’ you desire. Link 
heart-to-heart with members in your group. Circulate the 
love energy.

4. Visualize a magnetic pink sphere of love at the center 
of your circle with each of your hearts connected to it. 
Project this column of love energy high up into the sky as 
a brilliant vibrant beacon to our Star Friends.



5. Link up heart-to-heart in your imagination with all of the 
other “Global CE-5 ET Contact” groups who are joining in 
all over the planet. Then with love also include our Star 
Friends as you invite them and guide them to your 
location. You can guide them by projecting your 
consciousness out to them and visualizing how to travel 
from the location of our sun in our solar system to our 
Earth. As you approach it in your imagination, zoom in 
closer and closer to your specific location on the surface. 
Show them the images of where to find you!

6. ASK our ET friends mentally and with your heart what 
you and we can do in cooperation with them to bring about 
a healing for our planet Earth. Invite them to take more of 
a part in our Human affairs, recognizing that it is 
nonetheless Humanity’s responsibility to solve its 
problems.

7. Remember that ET Contact can come in many forms. It 
may be a sighting of a Star Craft, a lucid dream, a 
telepathic message, a touch on the shoulder or knee, 
weird electrical phenomenon with communication devices 
or lights, and so much more. Our Star Friends are very 
creative and will only communicate when it is safe for 
them and you.

NOTE:

This is a free global ‘virtual’ event you can do daily, 
weekly, and monthly or whenever you wish!  You use your 
imagination to link up with our thousands of Global ET 



Contact teams.  They began making ET Contact in 2010!

You can do this anytime, anywhere that is safe and 
comfortable.

The goal is to create a unified group field which welcomes 
our Star Friends to connect and interact with us.
 


